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ABSTRACT

A Markov logic network (MLN) is a compact combination of

logic representation of knowledge and probabilistic reasoning

in Markov networks. We have seen its applications in dif-

ferent domains, however, few tried to explain or demonstrate

the underneath reasons why MLN works. This paper gives

an introduction to MLN using examples in the hope to help

understand its elegance and booster the application. Appli-

cation in video activity analysis was designed to demonstrate

how MLN can be used in a specific domain, including fea-

ture extraction, logic predicate/formula design, and activity

recognition through probabilistic reasoning.

Index Terms— Markov logic networks; computer vision;

activity analysis; action recognition

1. INTRODUCTION

Artificial intelligent systems have long been pursued in soci-

eties of cognitive science, computer science and engineering

among others. Over the years, different tools have been de-

veloped for the knowledge representation and reasoning. Two

of the most influential are logic and probabilistic methods.

The former is based on formal representation of knowledge

while the later admits the incomplete and uncertain property

of information. In this paper, we examine Markov logic net-

works (MLN), a statistical relational learning model which

combines the logic representation and uncertainty reasoning.

Markov logic networks are a probabilistic logic proposed

by Richardson and Domingos [1], which combines the prob-

abilistic Markov network model with first-order logic (FOL).

First-order logic is utilized for expressing knowledge in dif-

ferent application domains, and Markov network is used

to handle reasoning of events with uncertainty. To do that,

MLNs first treats the first-order logic as templates to construct

Markov networks from the instantiation of the FOL formu-

las, and then performs probabilistic reasoning in Markov

networks based on weights MLN assigns to FOL formulas.
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1.1. Related work

Markov logic networks have been applied for several video

analysis tasks [2, 3, 4, 5]. For instance, Tran and Davis [2]

modeled and recognized events in a parking lot using MLNs.

Morariu et. al [3] presented a framework for automatic recog-

nition of complex multi-agent events. They automatically

detect and track players, their hands and feet, and the ball,

generating a set of trajectories which are used in conjunction

with spatio-temporal relations to generate event observation.

These observation is used to instantiate the predicates and

rules which are designed based on domain knowledge. Due

to its domain-independent attribute, MLN can potentially be

applied to different areas. It is beneficial to understand how

and why it works from the standpoint of application.

Richardson and Domingos provide the most comprehen-

sive discussion in [1], which, however, does not show the pro-

cedure for probability computation in Markov logic network

and is not suitable for tutorial purpose. We take an introduc-

tory method to explain MLN using examples and experiments

in this paper. The focus is on the conversion from FOL to

Markov networks and probabilistic reasoning in Markov net-

works. To fulfill this purpose, we design our examples and

experiments in the context of video activity recognition, and

discuss the key issues involved in an incremental way. Sec-

tion 2 gives preliminaries and how Markov networks are con-

structed, and Section 3 discusses the probabilistic reasoning

in Markov networks step by step under different scenarios.

Application in activity recognition on video data is shown in

Section 4. We conclude in Section 5.

2. PRELIMINARY

First-order logic is used for knowledge representation in

MLNs. FOL formulas are abstract and compact representa-

tion of knowledge. For activity recognition, it is usually in

the form of L1 ∧ ... ∧ Ln ⇒ A to express that lower-level

actions L1, ..., Ln together define activity A. Universal or

existential quantifier may apply. For example,

(∀x)MoveF (x) ⇒ Walk(x) (1)

(∀x)Walk(x) ∧Near(x, y) ⇒ Walk(y) (2)
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stand for the knowledge that a person x is walking if he is

moving forward, and y is walking if it’s close to x. How-

ever, such rigorous representation of knowledge has its lim-

its when dealing with inference from uncertain and inconsis-

tent observation. Many solutions have been proposed, such as

fuzzy logic [6] and Markov logic [1]. Markov logic “softens”

the rigorous constraints in First-order logic but still keeps its

powerful representation capacity.

As to representation, Markov logic simply adds a weight

on each FOL formula to indicate the confidence in that knowl-

edge. Therefore, a Markov logic network is a set of pairs

(Fi, wi), where Fi is a formula in first-order logic and wi

is a real number. For the formula above, its corresponding

Markov logic form is

w1 (∀x)MoveF (x) ⇒ Walk(x)

w2 (∀x)Walk(x) ∧Near(x, y) ⇒ Walk(y)

The value of wi can be any positive values as long as

larger values are assigned to formulas with high confidence.

In some implementations, negative values are used to indicate

the negation of the formula. The weights can also be learned

from the data as in most applications.

Given a set of constants C = {c1, c2, ..., c|C|}, a Markov

network is defined as follows:

1) The nodes in the Markov network are groundings of

predicates in {Fi}. Each node has a binary value de-

pendent on the value of the grounding;

2) All nodes whose corresponding predicates appear in the

same formula form a clique in Markov network;

3) Each clique is associated with a feature. It is 1 if the

ground formula Fi is true, and 0 otherwise. The weight

of the feature is the weight of the formula, wi.

Therefore, each first-order logic formula corresponds to one

or more cliques in Markov networks because each formula Fi

can have more than one instantiation. For formula (1), there

could be multiple cliques in the Markov network if multiple

constants exist for x. If x ∈ {Alice,Bob}, then there are two

cliques in the Markov network (as shown in Fig. 1) from the

following two ground formulas

w1 MoveF (Alice) ⇒ Walk(Alice)

w1 MoveF (Bob) ⇒ Walk(Bob)

This illustrates that an MLN (via its formulas) can be

viewed as a template for constructing Markov networks. The

two cliques in dashed lines are generated from the same tem-

plate formula. This is the key to understanding MLNs and

the computation of the probability we will discuss later. As

the number of constants and formula groundings increases,

the Markov network grows, but the number of the formulas

or the templates (i.e. representation for knowledge) stays the

same.

Fig. 1. Illustration of a Markov network. There are two in-

stances for FOL formula (1) and one instance for formula (2).

Once the Markov network is constructed, a common task

is to determine the truth values of all predicate grounds, such

as Walk(Alice) and MoveF (Bob). The goal is to assign

a value for a variable X which contains the truth values

for each predicate. For the Markov network in Fig. 1, X =
(MoveF (Alice),MoveF (Bob),Walk(Alice),Walk(Alice),
Near(Alice,Bob)). Some of the components may be deter-

mined from the observation while the others need inference.

One classic inference task is done through maximizing the

probability of p(y|x) where x is known evidence and y repre-

sents the predicates whose values are to be determined. The

problem is solved by modelling the joint distribution p(x, y)
according to Bayes’ theorem as shown in the equation below.

It gives the satisfiability of the FOL formulas from evidence.

P (X = x) =
1

Z
exp

(∑
i

wini(x)

)
(3)

where ni(x) is the number of true groundings of FOL for-

mula Fi in x. X may contain multiple parts which correspond

to the same template formula Fi with different truth assign-

ments, and ni(x) only counts the assignments which make Fi

true. For example, given x = (1, 1, 1, 0, 1) where 1 is true

and 0 is false, there are two groundings for formula (1), but

n1(x) = 1 because only MoveF (Alice) ⇒ Walk(Alice)
gives true value while MoveF (Bob) ⇒ Walk(Bob) does

not.

3. AN EXAMPLAR INTRODUCTION TO MLNS

In this section, we continue to discuss how the probability in

equation (3) is computed through three examples. Section 3.1

discuss the case with one first-order formula and only one

constant, Section 3.2 deals with more constants, and the last

section extends the discussion to multiple first-order formu-

las.

3.1. Basis case: single formula with single constant

In this simple example, we suppose first-order formula (1)

is the only rule we have, and its weight is w1. There is
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Walk(Alice) MoveF(Alice)

Markov Network

Fig. 2. Illustration of Markov logic network with a single

formula (1) and a single constant (Alice).

only one constant {A}. Fig. 2 shows the corresponding

Markov network. The X in equation (1) is a 2D variable

(MoveF (A),Walk(A)). Thus there are totally 4 different

probabilities in this world, or 4 different possible worlds, or 4

different states of the world: x ∈ {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)}.

Since we only have one first-order formula, i can only be

{1} in equation (3), and the summation is only for one item.

Following this and the discussion in previous section, we have

P (0, 0) =
1

Z
ew1∗1 =

ew1

Z
, P (0, 1) =

1

Z
ew1∗1 =

ew1

Z

P (1, 0) =
1

Z
ew1∗0 =

1

Z
, P (1, 1) =

1

Z
ew1∗1 =

ew1

Z

where Z = ew1 + ew1 + e0 + ew1 = 3ew1 +1 is the partition

factor. P (1, 0) = 1
3ew1+1 is because when MoveF (A) = 1,

Walk(A) = 0, the truth value of formula (1) is false and thus

n1 = 0. Except for this assignment, the formula is true for

each of the other three groundings, which gives n1 = 1. This

finishes the MLN modeling, i.e. getting the joint distribution

of P (MoveF (A),Walk(A)).
We verify whether MLNs generalize (or soften) first-

order logic. First, it is obvious that the probability for

(MoveF (A) = 1,Walk(A) = 0) is not zero but P (1, 0) =
1

3ew1+1 . So it “softens” the classic first-order logic require-

ment of either true or false. Moreover, the more confidence

we have for the formula (i.e. larger w1), the smaller the

probability and thus the less likely this observation. If w1

is small, it is likely that (MoveF (A) = 1,Walk(A) = 0)
happens because the knowledge expressed in the formula is

not solid. Second, when given fact that A moves forward

(MoveF (A) = 1), the probability that A walks is

P (Walk(A) = 1|MoveF (A) = 1)

=
P (Walk(A) = 1,MoveF (A) = 1)

P (MoveF (A) = 1)

where the marginal probability

P (MoveF (A) = 1) =
1

Z
+

ew1

Z
=

ew1 + 1

Z
,

and the joint probability

P (Walk(A) = 1,MoveF (A) = 1) =
1

Z
ew1∗1 =

ew1

Z
.

Therefore,

P (Walk(A) = 1|MoveF (A) = 1) =
ew1

ew1 + 1
(4)

From (4), as we become confident in the formula, the proba-

bility that A walks increases to 1,

lim
w1→+∞P (Walk(A) = 1|MoveF (A) = 1)

= lim
w1→+∞

ew1

ew1 + 1
= 1,

which is consistent with first-order logic. The same conclu-

sion can be verified for P (Walk(A) = 1|MoveF (A) = 0)
and P (Walk(A) = 0|MoveF (A) = 0).

3.2. More subjects: single formula with multiple con-
stants

We move on to discuss the probability computation with mul-

tiple constants. Suppose that one more person Bob (B) joins

in the system and thus x ∈ {A,B}. The only formula (1)

now produces two grounding formulas, as shown in Fig. 3. It

is a better example to demonstrate that MLN is a template for

constructing Markov networks.

Walk(Alice) MoveF(Alice)

Walk(Bob) MoveF(Bob)

Markov Network

Fig. 3. Illustration of Markov logic network with a single

formula (1) and multiple constants (Alice and Bob).

The world we are modelling in this case is 4D: X =
(MoveF (A),Walk(A),MoveF (B),Walk(B)). We have

to obtain the probability P (MoveF (A),Walk(A),MoveF (B),
Walk(B)) through (3) given different truth value assign-

ments to each of the four components.

What is the range of i in equation (3)? Is it {1, 2} because

we now have two grounding formulas and thus two cliques?

The answer is no, and i ∈ {1} instead of i ∈ {1, 2}. Careful

readers may have noticed that true groundings have already

been characterized in ni(x), or in order words, the equation

(3) can be written as

P (X = x) =
1

Z
exp

⎛
⎝ f∑

i

NGi∑
j

wi1Fi(x)

⎞
⎠

≡ 1

Z
exp

⎛
⎝ f∑

i

ni(x)∑
j

wi

⎞
⎠ (5)

where f is the number of original first-order formulas in

Markov logic, NGi is the number for groundings of Fi, and

1Fi(x) equals to 1 when Fi(x) is true and 0 otherwise. This

reorganized formula can be read as “for each first-order for-

mula, add the weights whenever its grounding is true for

given constants.”
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Since it involves a 4D binary world, i.e. each component

of X can only be true or false, so we totally have 24 = 16 dif-

ferent possible states of the world. When computing P (X),
we assume that we do not have only facts or evidence (such

as MoveF (A) = 0). This is equivalently to assume that each

of the 16 different states have equal occurrence probability.

In this way, the computation method we discuss here can be

easily extended for inference in MLNs, where the only dif-

ference is states have different occurrence probabilities given

some evidence.

First, let’s look at how the probability P (X = (0, 0, 0, 0))
is computed as an example, i.e. MoveF (A) = 0, Walk(A) =
0, MoveF (B) = 0, Walk(B) = 0. According to equation

(3) or (5), how many true groundings of first-order formula

(1) in (0,0,0,0)?

• MoveF(A)=0 and Walk(A)=0, so MoveF (A) ⇒
Walk(A) is true;

• MoveF(B)=0 and Walk(B)=0, so MoveF (B) ⇒
Walk(B) is true;

Therefore, there are ni(x) = 2 true groundings of formula Fi

(i = 1), i.e. formula (1). We only have one formula, so

P (0, 0, 0, 0) =
1

Z
exp

⎛
⎝ 1∑

i=1

ni(x)∑
j

wi

⎞
⎠

=
1

Z
exp

⎛
⎝ 2∑

j=1

w1

⎞
⎠

=
1

Z
e2w1

Similarly, we can get the probabilities of different “possi-

ble worlds”, shown in Table 1 (Z is omitted). From Table 1,

we can get Z = 9e2w1 + 6ew1 + 1.

Once joint distribution P (X) is obtained, different prob-

abilities such as conditional probability and marginal prob-

ability can be easily computed. For example (MF short for

MoveF, Wk for Walk)

P (Wk(A) = 1,Wk(B) = 1|MF (A) = 1,MF (B) = 1)

=
P (MF (A) = 1,Wk(A) = 1,MF (B) = 1,Wk(B) = 1)

P (MF (A) = 1,MF (B) = 1)
(6)

where the joint probability in the numerator is in Table 1, and

the marginal probability in denominator can be obtained by

adding items in Table 1 where (MF(A)=1 and MF(B)=1):

P (S(A) = 1, S(B) = 1) =
e2w1 + 2ew1 + 1

Z

Table 1. Probabilities of different worlds. (MF stands for

MoveF and Wk for Walk.)

X ni(x) eni(x)∗wi

MF(A) Wk(A) MF(B) Wk(B)

0 0 0 0 2 e2w1

0 0 0 1 2 e2w1

0 0 1 0 1 ew1

0 0 1 1 2 e2w1

0 1 0 0 2 e2w1

0 1 0 1 2 e2w1

0 1 1 0 1 ew1

0 1 1 1 2 e2w1

1 0 0 0 1 ew1

1 0 0 1 1 ew1

1 0 1 0 0 1

1 0 1 1 1 ew1

1 1 0 0 2 e2w1

1 1 0 1 2 e2w1

1 1 1 0 1 ew1

1 1 1 1 2 e2w1

Therefore, the probability in (6) is

P (Wk(A) = 1,Wk(B) = 1|MF (A) = 1,MF (B) = 1)

=
e2w1

e2w1 + 2ew1 + 1

It becomes one when w1 → +∞. Similarly, we can get

P (Wk(A) = 0,Wk(B) = 0|MF (A) = 1,MF (B) = 1) =
1

e2w1+2ew1+1
, and it goes to zero when w1 → +∞.

3.3. More knowledge: multiple formulas with multiple
constants

The discussion above establishes a basis on which more com-

plex cases can be solved. We can easily extend the probability

computation from knowledge base with a single formula to

that with multiple ones. Suppose one more knowledge is ex-

tracted and expressed with formula (2), i.e. any person near

a walking person is likely walking too. The corresponding

Markov network with two subjects (Alice and Bob) is illus-

trated in Fig. 1. In this example, formula (1) has two ground-

ings while formula (2) has one. The feature X in this world

is 5D: (MF(A), Wk(A), MF(B), Wk(B), Near(A,B)).

The procedure to calculate the probability is the same as

the previous two cases, and the only difference is that we have

to enumerate i over 1,...,N=2 when computing the probabil-

ity, where N is the total number of first-order formulas. For

each i, the procedure is exactly the same as it is shown in sec-

tion “single formula with multiple constants.” When comput-

ing P (x),
∑n1(x)

j w1 and
∑n2(x)

j w2 can be performed sepa-

rately, so the problem is decomposed into the cases discussed

in Section 3.2 and Section 3.1, respectively. No matter how
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many formulas the knowledge base has, the computation of

P (X) can always be expressed as a product of single formula

cases. This becomes clearer from the equation (5). Therefore,

we omit the computation procedure for simplicity.

4. APPLICATION ON ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we show an application of Markov logic net-

work for video action recognition. Firs-order logic is used

to represent the relationship among low-level action features.

The temporal relationships are often employed in logic sys-

tems for action recognition, as in [7][8]. They are frequently

expressed using Allen temporal predicates [9]. To our best

knowledge, no experimental results have been shown on

widely used public dataset. Since there is no source code

available for those existing approaches, we implemented our

logic rules for actions in Weizmann dataset according to

the guideline described in [7]. We used Alchemy1 as our

inference engine as used in [8].

Dataset

We used Weizmann dataset in this demonstration applica-

tion. The Weizmann dataset consists of 90 low-resolution

(144x180 pixels) video sequences showing nine different per-

sons, each performing 10 natural actions: bending, jumping,

jumping-in-place (pjump), jacking, running, gallop sideways

(side), skipping, walking, waving one hand (wave1) and

waving two hands (wave2), as shown in Figure 4.

Bending Jumping jack Jumping

Waving one hand Waving two handsWalking

Running

Gallop sideways

Jumping in place

Skipping
(

Fig. 4. Sample frames from Weizmann dataset.

Feature extraction

Preprocessing is needed to describe actions using logic rules,

including feature (object-based trajectories) extraction, pred-

icates design and grounding, and action rule formalization.

We semi-automatically extracted trajectories of human body

parts from the Weizmann dataset. The actions analyzed in-

clude bending, jacking, jumping, jumping in place, skipping,

walking, single-hand waving and two-hand waving. We ex-

cluded running because the tracker could not give reasonable

1http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/

trajectories. Two videos from each action category were se-

lected. Each video may contain a different number of action

occurrences. For each video, we first manually marked the

body parts (head, hands and feet) to track, and then ran TLD

tracker2 to generate trajectories for them. The first row of

Figure 5 shows examples of the trajectories. Depending on

the chosen object trackers, the extracted trajectories may not

always be accurate. In Figure 5(d), for example, the TLD

tracker confuses the two hands when they are close to each

other. The trajectories were then segmented according to the

moving directions, as illustrated in Figure 6 for the right-hand

trajectory in skipping.

(a) Bending (b) Jumping (c) Skipping (d) Jacking

Fig. 5. Examples of trajectories from object-based tracking.
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Fig. 6. Segmentation of trajectory of a body part. The top

left is the original trajectory for right hand, the bottom right is

the direction assignment, and the others are the segmentation

results. The x and y axes are the coordinates of trajectory

points.

Logic representation design

Based on these trajectory segments, we generated candidate

time intervals during which an action happens. The rela-

tionships between two intervals were described by Allen

interval predicates. To describe the spatio-temporal change

of a trajectory, we defined predicate Move(P, BP, I, D) and

MoveInSX(P, BP, I) where SX is a quantized movement

2http://personal.ee.surrey.ac.uk/Personal/Z.
Kalal/tld.html
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Table 2. Example predicates and rules to define actions.

I. Predicates
Move(P, BP, I, D) Person P’s body part BP moves in direction D during interval I
MoveInS1(P, BP, I) Person P’s body part BP moves S1 (length) during interval I
Bend(P, I) Person P performs bending during interval I
· · · · · ·
Jump(P, I) Person P performs jumping during interval I
Meet(I1,I2),Before(I1,I2),

Finish(I1, I2), Start(I1,I2), Allen temporal predicates

During(I1,I2),· · ·

II. Rules
Move(P, Head, I1, D6)

∧
MoveInS1(P, Head, I1)

∧
Move(P, Head, I2, D2)

∧
MoveInS1(P, Head, I2)

∧
Start(I1,I3)

∧
Finish(I2, I3)

∧
Meet(I1, I2)

=> Bend(P, I3)

· · ·

Table 3. Accuracy from Markov logic on Weizmann dataset.

Action bend jack jump pjump

Accuracy 100% 80% 80% 100%

Action skip walk wave1 wave2

Accuracy 86% 40% 75% 83%

scale. All the rules for actions were in first-order logic forms,

as shown in Table 2 for some examples. For a complete

list of predicates and rules, refer to appendix at http://
students.cse.unt.edu/˜gc0115/mln-ar-icccnt5.
pdf.

Results

Table 3 shows the recognition accuracy of the logic-based ap-

proach. The average accuracy for the logic-based system is

76.7%. The accuracy depends on the rules to express the ac-

tions, but the obtained accuracy is similar to the results re-

ported in [7] though different test videos were used. We no-

ticed that the accuracy for some actions such as walking is

lower. This may result from the fact that multiple similar

actions (jumping and walking) exist in the dataset, and the

trajectory detection extracts erroneous evidence.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We provided an introduction to Markov logic networks,

which focuses on the computation of probability and explains

it using examples and an application for video action recogni-

tion. While Markov logic networks have been proposed and

applied for different tasks, this work demonstrates the com-

putation of probability in Markov logic network, and shows

how Markov logic combines logic representation and prob-

abilistic reasoning. It also shows how MLNs could be used

for video action analysis. This paper provides preparation for

MLN practitioners in the hope to promote its application.

While we only show the results on the dataset with only

one subject, it is straightforward to extend the work into sce-

narios where multiple subjects present as long as successful

labeling of objects is ready. This can be done in the same way

we deal with different body parts, and is our future work.
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